
Open Culture Foundation (OCF) 
Open Culture Foundation: Connecting Tech Communities for Open 
Innovation and Digital Rights in Taiwan. As a non-profit since 2014, we 
support over 30 open tech communities, advocate for digital human rights, 
and foster a transparent and inclusive digital civil society. Join us in 
promoting open co-creation and shaping the future of technology in Taiwan.

Projects
OCF Administration Center 
OCF streamlines Taiwan's open-source community operations, 
handling administrative tasks like account management, 
financial transactions, reporting, consulting, data collection, 
event organization, and website maintenance. We take care of 
the essential groundwork, so the community can thrive.

Internet Freedom Meetup（Coffee & Circumvention @Taipei） 
The 'Internet Freedom Meetup' in Taiwan, inspired by the 
global Internet Freedom Festival (IFF), originated as 'Coffee & 
Circumvention' (C&C). OCF, invited by IFF, launched this 
monthly event in Taiwan to discuss internet freedom and 
digital rights every 3rd Thursday. Now localized as 'Internet Freedom 
Meetup' (網路⾃由⼩聚), it connects communities to address crucial issues.

Ranking Digital Rights (RDR) Taiwan 
In the digital age, OCF and global partners leverage knowledge 
and international standards to assess Taiwanese 
corporations' practices in free-speech management and 
personal information protection. Join us in promoting human 
rights and data-based services globally.
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Open StarTer Village（Board Game） 
Worker Placement, Simulating Scenarios, Real-world Projects 

What is open source? Play and learn with Open StarTer Village, 
an educational board game on transforming the world through 
open-source technology and project collaboration.

CSOs Digital Defense Handbook（zh-tw） 
Empower civil society against digital threats! OCF provides 
tools, concepts, and expert guidance to boost cybersecurity 
for advocacy. Join us in promoting a tech-savvy and resilient 
civil society, attracting more talents for an unrestricted 
community.

OONI-Research（Community Partner） 
Open Culture Foundation (OCF), as a partner of the OONI 
community, supports censorship measurement from a local 
perspective and shares internet censorship findings with the 
public.

Support Program for International Conference Participation 
Taiwan's open source contributors shine globally with projects 
like 'Instant Mask Map.' We support local contributors to join 
international conferences, empowering communities and 
fostering global collaboration.

For more OCF projects, please refer to the 
official website under 'Our Projects'.

https://openstartervillage.ocf.tw/en/
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